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Background 
The key to understanding and exploiting the diversity of exoplanets is to study their atmospheres. 
As explained by the Astro2020 report, ``For the coming decade, key goals include applying 
spectroscopic and photometric observations to characterize exoplanet surfaces and atmospheres.'' 
This is backed up by the 2018 National Academies Exoplanet Strategy Report, which states 
``Advancing an understanding of the formation and evolution of planets requires ... the 
characterization of the atmospheres and bulk compositions of planets spanning a broad range of 
masses and orbits.''  It is quite clear that exoplanet atmosphere characterization will be at the 
forefront of astrophysics for decades to come, ultimately paving the way for determining the 
prevalence of life beyond Earth.   

Most exoplanet atmosphere characterization to date is accomplished with the transit 
spectroscopy method, whereby the planet passes in front of (transmission spectroscopy) or behind 
(eclipse or emission spectroscopy) the star. These relative spectra contain key atmospheric 
properties like atmospheric composition1,2 (molecular/atomic abundances, elemental abundance 
ratios, metallicity), chemistry3 (equilibrium vs. disequilibrium, dynamical effects), and climate4,5 
(vertical/horizontal thermal structures, albedo) with which we can test various planet formation6,7 
and atmospheric climate theories.  Typical transit spectroscopy observations have utilized space-
based platforms (thousands of orbits/hours) with modest apertures like Hubble and Spitzer (and 
soon JWST) with relatively low spectral resolutions (R<~1000) and coverage leading to 
ambiguities in atmospheric inference8. A complementary ground-based approach is high-
resolution cross-correlation spectroscopy (HRCCS)9,10, which leverages high (R≥30K) spectral 
resolutions and large apertures (>3 m) to resolve individual planetary molecular/atomic lines. 
HRCCS adds additional diagnostic dimensions not attainable at low resolution: line-shape and 
velocity information. This information can be used to uniquely identify the Doppler signature of 
the planetary lines and disentangle them from the relatively stationary stellar and telluric lines. 
HRCCS has enabled unambiguous detections of planetary atomic/molecular species9,11,12 
(including isotopes13,14), planetary wind speed measurements9,15,16, vertical thermal structures10,14, 
and longitudinal temperature and abundance variations17,18,19. Recent observations14,20,21 with 
modern high-resolution spectrographs (e.g., IGRINS on Gemini South (1.45 – 2.45𝜇𝑚, R~45K, 
8.1m), SPIRou on the CFHT (0.95 – 2.35𝜇𝑚, R~75K, 3.6m),  GIANO-B on the TNG (0.9 – 
2.45𝜇𝑚, R~50K, 3.6m)) utilizing the HRCCS approach have been able to constrain fundamental 
atmospheric conditions with precisions rivaling (if not exceeding) those anticipated from 
JWST22, from the ground!   

Despite contributing to the early success of the HRCCS method23 Keck has been lagging 
and is currently not competitive in the transiting exoplanet atmospheric characterization game 
due to the lack of stable, broad infrared wavelength coverage, high-resolution (slit-based) 
instrumentation.  However, many current leading instruments cover a limited simultaneous 
wavelength range (usually near IR only).  Recent developments24 based upon the GMTNIRS25 
concept enable simultaneous, near continuous ~1-5𝝁𝒎 high resolution coverage.  Such an 
instrument on Keck would provide a substantial improvement over even the current most sensitive 
of these instruments (IGRINS on GS) with a ~2-fold improvement in planetary signal detection 



capability and subsequently derived atmospheric constraints for a given planet or provide 
comparable constraints as IGRINS for systems 1.5 magnitudes fainter (e.g., a 4-fold increase in 
the number of well characterizable targets).  Furthermore, the extended wavelength coverage 
longwards of 2.5 𝜇𝑚 provides unique access to the stronger infrared bands of key molecular 
absorbers like CH4 (3.3 𝜇𝑚), CO (4.67 𝜇𝑚), CO2 (4.25 𝜇𝑚), PH3(4.3 𝜇𝑚), NH3 (2.95 𝜇𝑚), HCN, 
(3.0, 4.77 𝜇𝑚), SiO (2.75, 4.2 𝜇𝑚), and C2H2 (3.0, 5.1 𝜇𝑚) , the isotopologues of water (HDO) 
and CO (12C vs. 13C)26,  and captures a broader fraction of the thermal emission from cooler 
(<1000K) planets. Furthermore, the broad spectral grasp and large aperture would even provide 
access to the challenging transiting terrestrial planet atmospheres (around M-dwarfs).   The 
combination of 10 m aperture and simultaneous, high-resolution 1-5𝝁𝒎 wavelength coverage 
would leave the Keck Observatory unparalleled in the transiting exoplanet atmosphere 
characterization arena through the next decade.  
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Example HRCCS characterization results of a transiting hot Jupiter from IGRINS (1.45 – 2.45𝜇𝑚, R~45K) on Gemini 
South (8.1m) (after Line et al. 2021, Nature).  Time series spectroscopy combined with Bayesian Cross-correlation 
model methods can be used to extract ultra-precise abundances and other atmospheric properties as the planet orbits 
the star.  A broader wavelength coverage instrument on Keck would provide similar constraints on smaller cooler 
planets, rivaling those anticipated from JWST. 
 


